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Abstract  13 

Reproducible research is being implemented at different speeds in different 14 

disciplines, and Archaeology is at the start of this journey. Reproducibility is the 15 

practice of reanalysing data by taking the same steps and producing the same or 16 

similar results. Enabling reproducibility is an important step to ensure research 17 

quality and validate interpretations. There are currently many barriers to moving 18 

towards reproducible research such as upskilling researchers in the practices, 19 

software and infrastructure needed to do reproducible research and concerns 20 

relating to opening up research such as how to share sensitive data.  21 

 In this article, we seek to introduce reproducible research in an 22 

understandable manner so that archaeologists can learn where and how to start 23 

improving the reproducibility of their research. We describe what reproducible 24 

archaeological research can look like and suggest three different computational skill 25 

levels of reproducible workflows with examples. Finally, in an extensive appendix, we 26 

address common questions about reproducible research to remove the stigma about 27 

these issues and suggest ways to overcome them. 28 

 29 

Lay summary 30 

Reproducible research (Reproducible research is when data can be reanalysed 31 

taking the same steps and producing the same or similar result) is being 32 

implemented at different speeds in different disciplines, and Archaeology, as a 33 

discipline that sits at the intersection of the sciences and humanities, is at the start of 34 

this journey. Enabling reproducibility of your work by others is an important step in 35 

ensuring research quality. There are currently many barriers to moving towards 36 

reproducible research such as upskilling researchers in the practices, software and 37 



infrastructure needed to do reproducible research and also the need to address how 38 

we can, as a discipline, deal with issues like sensitive data.  39 

 In this article, we seek to introduce reproducible research in an 40 

understandable manner so that archaeological researchers can learn where and how 41 

to start with this approach. We describe what reproducible archaeological research 42 

can look like and suggest three different computational skill levels of constructing 43 

reproducible research workflows (a research workflow is the different parts of a 44 

research lifecycle such as data collection, data analysis, data archiving, etc, and 45 

making all stages reproducible by using a history tracking system (version control) 46 

and transparent documation). Finally, in an extensive appendix, we address common 47 

questions about reproducible research to remove the stigma about these issues and 48 

suggest ways to overcome them. 49 

 50 

Introduction 51 

 52 

The move towards reproducible research has been accelerating in recent years in all 53 

research disciplines. Developments such as the UNESCO recommendation on open 54 

science are driving forward open science practices including reproducibility 55 

(UNESCO 2021). The adoption of open science practices has been happening even 56 

faster since the COVID-19 pandemic because researchers have had to work out how 57 

to conduct research in distributed teams and move research activities online. These 58 

online research activities have adopted the collaborative and computational methods 59 

common in open science communities, pushing this approach further into the 60 

mainstream of research.  61 

 62 

Nevertheless, there is still a long way to go for all archaeological research to be 63 

reproducible and there are many barriers that archaeological researchers face when 64 

trying to implement reproducible research (Carney & Davies 2020, Marwick 2017, 65 

Marwick et al. 2017, Strupler 2021, Strupler & Wilkinson 2017). Often researchers do 66 

not know where to start as reproducible research is currently not common practice in 67 

archaeology, and is not actively taught in educational programmes. In this article, we 68 

are therefore seeking to remove some of the barriers to reproducible research by 69 

explaining what we mean by reproducible (with terms that are bold and italicised in 70 

the main text explicitly described in the glossary), describing why reproducible 71 

research is important for archaeological research, giving some examples of what 72 

reproducible workflows look like, and answering common concerns and questions 73 

about reproducible research (Appendix A).  74 

 75 

We are also proposing that researchers take a small-steps approach to 76 

implementing a reproducible workflow: start by applying open science practices to 77 

one aspect of your research and then keep adding another skill or practice. 78 



Conducting reproducible research involves learning knowledge and skills about 79 

many different open science practices and this can take time. By taking small steps 80 

in your learning of new skills, reproducible research and open science practices 81 

seem less daunting and archaeologists can gradually move towards fully 82 

reproducible workflows (Figure 1). 83 

 84 

 85 
 86 

Figure 1: Taking incremental steps to improve your reproducible workflow will help you to 87 

increase your skills in transparently sharing your research. The Turing Way project 88 

illustration by Scriberia. Used under a CC-BY 4.0 licence. DOI: 10.5281/zenodo.3332807.  89 

What is reproducible research? 90 

 91 

Reproducible research is when data from the original study can be reanalysed taking 92 

the same steps and producing the same or similar results (Figure 2). This can only 93 

be achieved with a transparent record of the research, also known as a reproducible 94 

workflow. Therefore, the data, methods, and analysis have to be made available to 95 

allow other researchers to review and reproduce the study. This increases the quality 96 

of research as it can be validated and reused more easily. Research that is not 97 

reproducible, or not shared in a transparent manner, is not representative of the full 98 

extent of the research that has been conducted. It is much like Figure 3: when we 99 

just look at publications and presentations, we are only able to see the tip of the 100 

‘Research Iceberg’, and we may not understand the entire nature of the conducted 101 

research. Next to reproducible research the term computational reproducibility is 102 

https://doi.org/10.5281/zenodo.3332807


used more specifically for obtaining the same results despite different hardware or 103 

compiler set ups (see for example Marwick et al. 2018 and Strupler & Wilkinson 104 

2017).  105 

 106 

 107 
Figure 2: Reproducibility and replicability terminology explained. Image by The Turing Way 108 

Community (2021) under CC-BY 4.0. 109 

  110 



 111 
Figure 3: The Research Iceberg, where only the article, preprint, and presentations on 112 

research are visible. The components of the research on which these visible outputs are 113 

based remain invisible (research questions, methods, data, mistakes and corrections, 114 

discussions, community consultation, documentation and ideas). 115 

 116 

Reproducibility is distinct from replication (or repeatability Figure 2), where a study 117 

is conducted independently using the same analysis from the first one to produce 118 

different data that produces the same or similar answers. In archaeology, direct 119 

replication of results (from the same samples) is very unlikely due to the limited 120 

availability of remains to investigate. As Strupler (2021) suggests, replication of 121 

archaeological investigations does take place by returning to earlier excavated sites 122 

and carrying out further investigations, re-analysing museum collections, or revisiting 123 

earlier publications. A result is robust when a dataset is analysed using different 124 

analysis approaches that provide similar answers. Replicable and robust findings 125 

then allow us to establish generalisable results, where the result is not dependent 126 

on a particular dataset or specific workflow (The Turing Way Community 2021).  127 

 128 

 129 

 130 



To learn more about the differences between reproducibility and replication see 131 

Graham and Huffer (2020). See Marwick et al. 2020b for more details on how to 132 

organise replications as a part of undergraduate courses. 133 

 134 

Why is reproducible archaeology important? 135 

Archaeology is the scientific study of the materials of past human life and activities 136 

(Daniel 2021). Archaeological research is extremely varied involving many different 137 

sub-disciplines and crossing the humanities and the sciences. It produces many 138 

types of data, both quantitative and qualitative, and as a discipline we are just 139 

coming to grips with what this means in terms of open data sharing and other 140 

transparent practices that enable reproducible research (Marwick et al. 2017). 141 

 142 

There are several reasons for moving towards reproducible research in archaeology: 143 

1) the limited remains available for study (limited by the destructive nature of 144 

archaeological research, financial, location and ownership limitations); 2) equal 145 

access to knowledge generated by these remains; and 3) the sensitive remains that 146 

we study. 147 

 148 

The majority of archaeological research involves the destruction of materials (Harris 149 

2006) - whether this is during excavations or scientific investigations. The data and 150 

metadata [paradata] collected during excavations is often all that is left of the in-situ 151 

archaeological remains. We use the stratigraphic method to record information about 152 

archaeological sites. The artefacts and ecofacts removed from archaeological sites 153 

are changed during the process of our studies through sampling, cleaning, 154 

conservation and analysis. Hence, we need to implement ways of working to 155 

preserve the data and metadata of these processes in the most sustainable manner 156 

possible to allow future generations to reuse this information for reinterpretation of 157 

archaeological remains. Kansa & Kansa (2021) very rightly suggest that broadening 158 

data literacy skills in archaeology will result in realising the full potential of 159 

archaeological data such as data reuse across projects and large-scale data 160 

integrations. We must therefore concentrate on facilitating reuse of physical and 161 

digital artefacts, data and metadata, with as much care as we do with recording sites 162 

stratigraphically to preserve the archaeological record. 163 

 164 

Compounding this destructive methodology is the finite remains that we study. 165 

Archaeological excavations are limited by the amount of funding for archaeological 166 

research and the limited locations that can be excavated. Many excavations happen 167 

as part of rescue or commercial work, which limits the time allowed for excavations 168 

and often the areas on archaeological sites that can be excavated. Therefore, we 169 

don’t get to excavate the whole surface of archaeological sites and the process of 170 

excavation requires destruction of the specific locations that we do excavate.  171 

 172 



The artefacts and ecofacts that we sample are altered or destroyed through analysis 173 

and often only studied in a limited way - limited by restraints on money for the 174 

specialists' time and also limited by restricting the number of people who can study 175 

the material. Often only one or very few specialists examine each type of material 176 

from one site. Consequently, it is of paramount importance that our research is 177 

reproducible to enable (re)assessments of archaeological research.  178 

 179 

We therefore also need reproducible research practices to ensure equitable access 180 

to archaeological research. Transparent recording makes research more accessible 181 

to anyone, allowing them to participate in the research process. Transparent 182 

recording also allows credit to be given fairly for the work that is done in the whole 183 

research project. To move to a more sustainable and inclusive future for 184 

archaeological research, we need to move away from the idea of sole ownership of 185 

research kept on our local computers that only benefits ourselves or few 186 

researchers. We must move to a more altruistic way of working for collective benefit 187 

by opening up our data (when possible) and processes for increased validation and 188 

reuse. 189 

 190 

A third reason to move to reproducible ways of working is that some types of 191 

archaeological data and research focuses are sensitive. For example, studies 192 

involving human skeletal remains and also excavations conducted on sites belonging 193 

to Indigenous groups. We therefore need to consider carefully who owns the remains 194 

and the data we produce from these studies (Carroll et al. 2020). We need to 195 

consider questions such as who should have access to these resources for research 196 

and also how they are best preserved in the long term. It is also imperative to work 197 

out how the physical artefacts and the digital outputs can be stored to make them 198 

accessible to the appropriate audiences and for sustainable future use.  199 

Sensitive data does not preclude reproducibility. In fact, it is more important to 200 

establish validation processes as there may be limitations with sharing data.  201 

What does reproducible research look like?  202 

Most published research articles are currently not reproducible - they are not 203 

transparent records of research. They are stand-alone papers that contain brief 204 

methods, limited data and are mostly filled with interpretations and discussions of 205 

results. Validation through peer-review and the reuse potential of these pieces of 206 

research is therefore rather limited.  207 

 208 

The differences between stand-alone articles and articles that contain the details for 209 

full reproducibility can be found in Peng’s (2011: figure 1) reproducibility spectrum 210 

(Figure 3). This diagram shows the addition of data, code and computational 211 

environment to the paper to move towards full reproducibility of the research. In 212 

fact, more detail is needed than stated in Peng’s spectrum because the full 213 

methodological details (protocols) used for data collection would be required for 214 



replication of any experimental work included in the article (Figure 4). These 215 

methodological details could also be called metadata or paradata. Large meta-216 

analysis studies need computational reproducibility to enable merging and reuse of 217 

datasets as well as studies that want to reuse the same methods for additional 218 

analysis of samples from the same or similar archaeological sites.  219 

 220 

 221 
Figure 4: An adapted reproducible spectrum (Peng 2011) with the addition of protocols. 222 

 223 

It is recommended practice, for greatest sustainability and findability, to deposit 224 

these files (data, code and methods) in an open repository (such as Zenodo, Open 225 

Science Framework, or Figshare - see Appendix A for more information on how to 226 

make your data accessible). If you are using GitHub, you can link your account with 227 

a repository for archiving. Using open repositories will give you a Digital Object 228 

Identifier (DOI) for your files as a whole, or for each research output, depending on 229 

where and how you choose to archive. It is then important to use your DOI(s) to write 230 

a data and code availability statement at the end of your article - this links your 231 

article with the rest of your research outputs. Thanks to the DOI assigned to your 232 

research outputs the transparency of the research record is improved and benefits 233 

such as increased visibility and citation are obtained (Piwowar et al. 2007; Piwowar 234 

& Vision 2013; Christensen et al. 2019; Colavizza et al. 2020). 235 

 236 

Computational tools can facilitate transparency of research by: 1) enabling version 237 

control, and 2) using open source software for analysis. Version control is a 238 

systematic approach to record changes made in a file, or set of files, over time. It 239 

creates a history of the changes made to the file(s) that can be transparently 240 

reported. Version control can be achieved simply by using naming conventions, such 241 

as file-v0.1 and file-v0.2, to name your files. You can also use software such as 242 

Google Drive that automatically tracks the history of your files. There are more 243 

advanced version control systems such as GitHub or GitLab, which use the 244 

computer code Git. These computational tools create a much more detailed history 245 

of your research files that can even be used to assign credit for each individual 246 

https://zenodo.org/
https://osf.io/
https://osf.io/
https://figshare.com/
https://the-turing-way.netlify.app/communication/citable/citable-cite.html#cm-citable-cite-data
https://the-turing-way.netlify.app/communication/citable/citable-cite.html#cm-citable-cite-data
https://the-turing-way.netlify.app/communication/citable/citable-cite.html#cm-citable-cite-data
https://the-turing-way.netlify.app/communication/citable/citable-cite.html#cm-citable-cite-data
https://github.com/
https://about.gitlab.com/


researcher's work during the project. Please see The Turing Way for an example of 247 

how contributors can be recognised.  248 

  249 

Open source software is software released under a license in which re-users have 250 

the rights to use, study, change, and distribute the software and its source code to 251 

anyone and for any purpose. Commonly used open source software languages are 252 

R and Python. When analysis scripts are written in R and Python, all of the steps 253 

taken in the data analysis are transparent and traceable and can be shared with 254 

others. Other researchers are able to reuse the code for their own needs and it could 255 

potentially allow others to reproduce your analysis, if accompanied with other 256 

research outputs (method, data and computational environment). Proprietary 257 

software (software that requires a paid license to be able to use it) may in some 258 

cases be more user friendly, but using these tools prohibits the examination and 259 

reproduction of methods if not accompanied with written documentation of analysis 260 

steps, due to the inability to examine the analysis code. Furthermore, others may not 261 

have access to the paid software that you have used (see Nust & Pebesma 2020 for 262 

a more detailed discussion).  263 

  264 

Although advanced version control systems and open-source software help you to 265 

create a transparent reproducible workflow, they often have a steep learning curve 266 

creating a barrier to some researchers. However, you don’t have to have advanced 267 

computational skills to achieve reproducibility and there are many levels of 268 

reproducible workflows. We describe three different ways to create a reproducible 269 

workflow here, listed in order of least computational skill to most computational skill 270 

(Table 1). Following one of the skill levels of reproducible workflows proposed here 271 

will produce a transparent record of your research that you can publish linked to your 272 

research article. This creates a fully reproducible research article.  273 

 274 

Table 1: Three levels of reproducible workflows based on computational skills (least skilled 275 

to most skilled).  276 

 277 

Method Needed Computational 
skill required 

Examples Tools 

1. Transparent 
recording 

- Documentation 
of data collection 
and analysis steps 
- Raw data 
- Analysis output 
file 

Yes, basic 
(non-coding) 

Karoune (2021, 
2022); 
Strupler & 
Wilkinson 
(2017) 

Excel, 
Google docs 
and sheets, 
SPSS, 
Repository 

2. Research 
Compendium 

- Documentation 
(README) 
- Data 

Yes, 
intermediate 

Plomp (2021) GitHub, 
GitLab, R, 
Repository 

https://the-turing-way.netlify.app/afterword/contributors-record.html
https://the-turing-way.netlify.app/afterword/contributors-record.html


- Code 

3. Executable 
Article 

-Documentation 
(README) 
-Data 
-Code 
-Computational 
environment 

Yes, advanced Wang & 
Marwick (2020) 

GitHub, 
GitLab, R, 
Binder, 
Repository 

 278 

 279 

1. Transparent recording of all sampling, laboratory methods, data and 280 

analysis through documentation.  281 

 282 

Transparent recording requires the least computational skills but produces a full 283 

transparent record of what you have done. It does not include any computational 284 

code, as the analysis steps you take could all be written down in a simple document 285 

and linked to an open dataset. This means you can use any type of analysis 286 

software such as Excel, Google sheets, SPSS, etc. Just remember to write down all 287 

the analysis steps that you took in a document in a way that another person could 288 

understand and reproduce what you have done.  289 

 290 

Files to include with your article can be deposited in a repository and referred to in 291 

the text of the article, the data availability statement and the references, such as: 292 

● Document file that has clearly written data collection methods (sampling and 293 

laboratory methods) and analysis steps.  294 

● Raw data file - csv format is the best for reuse. 295 

● Analysis output file - SPSS output file or analysis version of Excel file. 296 

 297 

You can version control all of your work using a file naming system or choose a 298 

software that contains a simple history tracking system such as using Google Docs 299 

and sheets. This will help you to document your data collection and analysis steps 300 

fully. 301 

 302 

Examples of transparent recording from articles: 303 

● Karoune, E. (2022) Assessing open science practices in phytolith research - 304 

linked to a research compendium for Assessing open science practices in 305 

phytolith research. https://doi.org/10.17605/OSF.IO/9WA2F. 306 

● Record of fieldwork project - Project Panormos including data and 307 

documentation (Strupler & Wilkinson 2017). 308 

 309 

 310 

2. A research compendium linked to your article 311 

 312 

https://doi.org/10.17605/OSF.IO/9WA2F
https://www.panormos.de/pp/data/


A research compendium contains extensive documentation about the methodologies 313 

used, code files, details of the computational environment and raw data files. A set of 314 

folders can be set up from the beginning of your research project and continually 315 

added to throughout the project.  316 

 317 

Files and folders to include in your research compendium, deposited in a repository 318 

and linked to using a DOI in your article (in the text and in the data/code availability 319 

statement): 320 

● README file - contains clearly written data collection methods (sampling and 321 

laboratory methods), information about the computational environment.  322 

● Data - raw data, cleaned data, analysis data.  323 

● Code - scripts used to analyse your data. 324 

 325 

You might also want to include an outputs folder for the final article tables and 326 

figures.  327 

 328 

Examples of research compendium folder structures: 329 

● Project Tier.  330 

● Research compendium chapter from The Turing Way. 331 

 332 

Example of research compendia in an archaeological article: 333 

● Plomp, E. (2021a). Neodymium isotopes in modern human dental enamel: An 334 

exploratory dataset for human provenancing. Data in Brief, 38. DOI: 335 

https://doi.org/10.1016/j.dib.2021.107375.  336 

○ Link to research compendium - 337 

https://doi.org/10.5281/zenodo.5150521 (code) & 338 

https://doi.org/10.48530/isoarch.2021.011 (data) 339 

 340 

Plomp (2021a) provided a detailed description of the dataset in the article (Plomp 341 

2021b), with links to the dataset on the disciplinary specific data repository, IsoArcH 342 

(Salesse et al. 2018), and scripts used in data analysis are publicly available on 343 

GitHub/Zenodo. The dataset on IsoArcH is available in .xlsx format and includes 344 

more detailed geographical information of the samples (latitude, longitude, altitude 345 

and distance from sea) as well as a .ris file containing the relevant research articles 346 

(Plomp 2021b). The figures in the data article were produced using R, and the 347 

scripts (with documentation and installation instructions) are shared on GitHub and 348 

archived on Zenodo (Plomp & Peterson 2021). 349 

 350 

 351 

3. An executable research compendium  352 

 353 

In an executable research compendium, the figures are enabled to be reproduced 354 

using your data making it easy for others, such as peer reviewers, to reproduce your 355 

results. 356 

https://www.projecttier.org/tier-protocol/protocol-4-0/root/
https://the-turing-way.netlify.app/reproducible-research/compendia.html
https://doi.org/10.1016/j.dib.2021.107375
https://doi.org/10.5281/zenodo.5150521
https://doi.org/10.48530/isoarch.2021.011


 357 

The files and folders to include with your article are the same as with a research 358 

compendium but you need to package them up to run the code: 359 

● README file - contains data collection methods (sampling and laboratory 360 

methods), information about the computational environment.  361 

● Data - raw data, cleaned data, analysis data.  362 

● Code - scripts used to analyse your data. 363 

● Container - using a tool such as Binder.  364 

 365 

Again, you would deposit these files in a repository and then add the DOI link within 366 

your article’s data and code availability statement (and in the text of the methods 367 

section if needed).  368 

 369 

Here are some links to using Binder:  370 

● Gibson, Sarah. (2021, December 8). From Zero to Binder. AGU Fall Meeting, 371 

New Orleans, LA, USA and Online. Zenodo. 372 

https://doi.org/10.5281/zenodo.5767616. 373 

● Using Binder with R Studio. 374 

 375 

Example of executable research compendium: 376 

● Wang, L.-Y., Marwick, B., (2020). Standardization of ceramic shape: A case 377 

study of Iron Age pottery from northeastern Taiwan. Journal of Archaeological 378 

Science: Reports 33, https://doi.org/10.1016/j.jasrep.2020.102554. 379 

○ GitHub repository - with Binder badge 380 

Confronting your barriers to starting implementing 381 

reproducible workflow 382 

To be able to start with one of these steps in setting up your reproducible workflow 383 

you may still have questions or need more information. We have provided a glossary 384 

for keywords used in this article and Appendix A is a compilation of answers to 385 

frequently asked questions about working reproducibly.  386 

 387 

Below follow two of the frequently asked questions about reproducible workflows to 388 

get you started:  389 

1. How do I decide if I should publish my data and/or code openly? 390 

2. Where do I start training myself in open science skills and reproducibility? 391 

 392 

How do I decide if I should publish my data and/or code openly? 393 

There may be several reasons that you cannot share your data or code publicly. The 394 

data you work with may belong to a community you are collaborating with, you may 395 

https://doi.org/10.5281/zenodo.5767616
https://github.com/o-date/blank-research-compendium
https://doi.org/10.1016/j.jasrep.2020.102554
https://github.com/LiYingWang/kwl.pottery


be dealing with personal data, sharing the data may have consequences on 396 

biodiversity, you might not be sure if you have any data to begin with, you may not 397 

have the rights to share the data or software, or you may be concerned about people 398 

‘scooping’ your results.  399 

I collaborate with a community 400 

To ensure that you do not harm the community that the data belongs to, it is 401 

important to follow the CARE principles. The CARE principles facilitate Indigenous 402 

control in data governance and reuse, promoting equitable participation (Carroll et al. 403 

2020). They address historical inequities and ensure that value from Indigenous data 404 

is created in a way that is grounded in Indigenous worldviews and by creating 405 

opportunities for Indigenous Peoples.  406 

● ‘Collective benefit’ for Indigenous Peoples must be facilitated when 407 

Indigenous data is used, to achieve inclusive and equitable innovation, as well 408 

as to improve governance and citizen engagement.  409 

● ‘Authority to control’ and govern data is the right of Indigenous People.  410 

● ‘Responsibility’ is achieved through nurturing respectful relationships with 411 

Indigenous peoples when working with their data.  412 

● ‘Ethics’ in data practices is representation and participation of Indigenous 413 

Peoples, who must be the ones to assess benefits, harms, and potential 414 

future uses based on community values and ethics. 415 

 416 

The CARE principles require engagement with people and purpose to address the 417 

cultural, ethical, legal, and social dimensions associated with the intended uses of 418 

the dataset (Carroll et al. 2020; 2021, see also Marwick et al. 2020a). The CARE 419 

principles address issues of relevance for many populations (such as privacy, future 420 

use, reuse, stewardship) and can be used as a standard in crafting policies on data 421 

acquired about communities or populations (Carroll et al. 2020).  422 

I work with personal data  423 

The CARE principles are also aligned with privacy laws, which can also place 424 

requirements on the public sharing of personal data. This may be less relevant for 425 

archaeological remains, but can play a role in more recent cases or when your 426 

research is based on interviews such as ethnographic studies. These privacy laws 427 

differ per country and it is important to check which laws apply. If you are based at a 428 

larger institution there are generally experts available that can provide advice.  429 

 430 

When following the CARE principles, or privacy laws, it may not always be possible 431 

to make the data publicly available, which could hamper reproducibility. The CARE 432 

principles and privacy laws should be prioritised in these cases but this does not 433 

mean you should not try to work reproducibly. There are alternative methods to fully 434 

open data that you could take: restricting data access by providing private repository 435 

links, providing access to synthetic data (synthetic data is a fake dataset produced to 436 



have the same qualities as your real dataset and therefore would produce similar 437 

results using your analysis - see Shannon and Walker 2018; for a case study in 438 

geographic research), or anonymising/generalising datasets by erasing 439 

personal/location data. Sharing part of your data or a dataset that is very similar to 440 

the original allows others to understand, evaluate and verify the used methods.  441 

I work with sensitive location data  442 

It might be harmful to share certain types of locational data and you should weigh the 443 

risks versus the benefits of sharing these types of data. Freely releasing GIS 444 

coordinates online as part of your dataset could potentially help looters and illegal 445 

excavators find sites (Strupler & Wilkinson 2017). This could lead to destruction of 446 

archaeological sites. Location data can always be omitted from a dataset if you think 447 

this is a potential problem.  448 

 449 

The biodiversity community has similar potential problems with sharing the location 450 

data of endangered plant and animal species. However, the majority of this 451 

community feel there is more benefit using open data as its future reuse could lead 452 

to greater conservation opportunities, promote community engagement and reduce 453 

duplication of survey efforts (Tulloch et al. 2018). 454 

I work with qualitative or theoretical data 455 

If your research is more theoretically focused or based on other resources you may 456 

not have a dataset to share. Reproducibility may not directly translate to qualitative 457 

data given the unique importance of interpretation and subjective nature of 458 

qualitative data collection (Tsai et al. 2016). Instead, you can focus on providing 459 

information about the context of these resources and make your publications and/or 460 

books openly available. 461 

I do not have the rights to share the data/code 462 

When reusing the materials that others have created, or when you are using 463 

proprietary software or hardware, it is important to check if you have the right to 464 

share the resulting data and code. It may not always be possible to share your 465 

results if license restrictions are in place (see Appendix A: ‘What about 466 

licenses/copyright?’). In these cases you should be as transparent as possible about 467 

the procedures or processes followed and about the limitations of making your 468 

outputs available. In the long term you can consider moving away from proprietary 469 

software, if possible, towards open source software such as R or Python so that you 470 

can make your code publicly available. 471 

What if people will ‘scoop’ me?  472 

You may wonder what will happen to your data once it is openly available and fear 473 

that someone will use the data for their next publication. This is something which has 474 

not yet been reported and there are several reasons for this. Generally, when you 475 



share your data through a repository, there is a timestamp associated with the work 476 

(similar to preprints or published articles). With version control on platforms such 477 

as GitHub it is even clearer who contributed what to the work as there are 478 

timestamps and records of all contributions. As you are the expert of the data and/or 479 

code, it will also be easier for others to collaborate with you instead of trying to 480 

reinvent the wheel themselves, so it’s a good idea to make your contact details 481 

available to enable collaborators to contact you. Making your data available sets you 482 

up for these collaborations because your work is more easy to find and having 483 

access to the data/code facilitates collaboration. 484 

Where do I start training myself in open science skills and 485 

reproducibility?  486 

Upskilling yourself can be time consuming so take it a step at a time and remember it 487 

does not have to be costly. There are lots of free and open educational resources for 488 

you to use.  489 

 490 

Start by looking in these places: 491 

1. Your own institution: Investigate what courses your own institution offers. 492 

This could be through your own department, student services, a research 493 

software engineering group or library services. 494 

2. Open science online courses to work through at your own speed: Most 495 

online courses are not specific to archaeology, but focus on general skills or 496 

knowledge for open science that can then be applied to your own research. 497 

There are dedicated open science online training platforms that have courses 498 

you can work through at your own speed such as FOSTER, Open Science 499 

MOOC and Open Scholarship Knowledge Base. 500 

3. Attend an online course or workshop: This has the benefit of providing you 501 

with training materials but also an instructor you can ask for help. For 502 

computational skills courses, The Carpentries runs lots of different courses on 503 

data, library and software skills. There are also many open science focused 504 

workshops some of which are archaeology focused such as recent efforts by 505 

the Association for Environmental Archaeology that ran an open science 506 

focused conference and a workshop (Karoune et al. 2021) and a workshop on 507 

Reproducible Archaeology held at Durham University (Clarke et al. 2021).  508 

4. Apply to join a training programme: For a more in-depth training 509 

experience, you could join an open science training and mentoring 510 

programme such as Open Life Science or Open Hardware Makers. These 511 

programmes are a mix of seminars, hands on training and mentorship to allow 512 

you to gain the skills and support to start or complete an open science 513 

focused project related to your own research. There have been a number of 514 

archaeological projects within the Open Life Science programme such as 515 

“FAIR Phytoliths” and “Intellectual Property, Indigenous Knowledges, and the 516 

Rise of Open Data in Australian Environmental Archaeology”. 517 

https://www.fosteropenscience.eu/
https://opensciencemooc.eu/
https://opensciencemooc.eu/
https://www.oercommons.org/hubs/OSKB
https://carpentries.org/
https://openlifesci.org/
https://openhardware.space/
https://open-phytoliths.github.io/FAIR-phytoliths/


5. Join a community or association - There are a number of archaeological 518 

associations focused on this way of working such as Computer Applications 519 

and Quantitative Methods in Archaeology. There are also online communities 520 

such as Rchaeology (https://rchaeology.github.io/). The Software 521 

Sustainability Institute (SSI) is a large community of Research Software 522 

Engineers and researchers that use software. They run a fellowship 523 

programme for those using computational methods in their research and also 524 

offer lots of great resources for those wanting to learn computational skills. 525 

Examples of SSI blogs for beginner codes are: Resources for using 526 

spreadsheets in research and moving to other tools and Training resources 527 

for researchers who want to code. 528 

 529 

More free educational resources:  530 

● Teaching Reproducible Collaborative Data Analysis to Undergraduates Using 531 

Compendia https://osf.io/zpcn4/  532 

● Introduction to R Programming for Historical Archaeologists 533 

(https://github.com/DAACS-Research-Consortium/DAACS-Open-534 

AcademyThe) 535 

● Tidyverse for Archaeologists - A Guide for Beginners 536 

● There are also many free e-books on R - such as Big Book of R and R for 537 

Data Science. 538 

● Quantitative Methods in Archaeology Using R - this one is not free! 539 

● Geocomputation with R 540 

 541 

 542 
Figure 5: The rainbow of Open Science practices by Kramer & Bosman 2018.  543 

 544 

You could take a look at the rainbow of open science practices to get some ideas 545 

(Kramer & Bosman 2018, Figure 5). 546 

https://caa-international.org/
https://caa-international.org/
https://rchaeology.github.io/
https://rchaeology.github.io/
https://www.software.ac.uk/blog/2021-11-05-resources-using-spreadsheets-research-and-moving-other-tools
https://www.software.ac.uk/blog/2021-11-05-resources-using-spreadsheets-research-and-moving-other-tools
https://www.software.ac.uk/blog/2021-11-11-training-resources-researchers-want-learn-code
https://www.software.ac.uk/blog/2021-11-11-training-resources-researchers-want-learn-code
https://osf.io/zpcn4/
https://osf.io/zpcn4/
https://www.daacs.org/research/daacs-open-academy-2/fall-short-course-2021/
https://github.com/DAACS-Research-Consortium/DAACS-Open-Academy
https://github.com/DAACS-Research-Consortium/DAACS-Open-Academy
https://benmarwick.github.io/tidyverse-for-archaeology/tidyverse-for-archaeology.html#1
https://benmarwick.github.io/tidyverse-for-archaeology/tidyverse-for-archaeology.html#1
https://www.bigbookofr.com/
https://r4ds.had.co.nz/
https://r4ds.had.co.nz/
https://www.amazon.com/Quantitative-Methods-Archaeology-Cambridge-Manuals/dp/1107040213
https://geocompr.robinlovelace.net/


 547 

Conclusions 548 

We hope we have motivated you to start your reproducibility journey and we have 549 

also managed to remove some barriers that previously prevented you from starting. 550 

Remember that you do not have to start with a fully computational reproducible 551 

workflow as done in the executable research compendium. The most important thing 552 

is to start making your materials available in a transparent manner, which can be 553 

achieved by transparent recording and documentation. Each time you have obtained 554 

more experience with making your research available in a more transparent way, 555 

you can then take a further step to improve the computational reproducibility of your 556 

work.  557 

 558 
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Glossary of terms used in this paper (some definitions are adapted from The 810 

Turing Way Glossary): 811 

 812 

● Binder - The Binder Project is a software project to package and share 813 

interactive, reproducible environments. A Binder or "Binder-ready repository" 814 

is a code repository that contains both code and content to run, and 815 

configuration files for the environment needed to run it. 816 

● Computational environment - Features of a computer which can impact the 817 

behaviour of work done on it, such as its operating system, what software it 818 

has installed, and what versions of software packages are installed. 819 

● Container - A container is a standard unit of software that packages up code 820 

and all its dependencies so the application runs quickly and reliably from one 821 

computing environment to another. 822 

● Data availability statement - A data availability statement (also sometimes 823 

called a ‘data access statement’) tells the reader where the research data 824 

associated with a paper is available, and under what conditions the data can 825 

be accessed. They also include links using a DOI (where applicable) to the 826 

data set, code and other documentation. 827 

● Digital Object Identifier - A digital object identifier (DOI) is a persistent 828 

identifier or handle used to identify objects uniquely, standardized by the 829 

International Organization for Standardization (ISO). An implementation of the 830 

Handle System, DOIs are in wide use mainly to identify academic, 831 

professional, and government information, such as journal articles, research 832 

reports, data sets, and official publications. However, they also have been 833 

used to identify other types of information resources, such as commercial 834 

videos. 835 

● Generalisable - Combining replicable and robust findings allow us to form 836 

generalisable results. Note that running an analysis on a different software 837 

implementation and with a different dataset does not provide generalised 838 

results. There will be many more steps to know how well the work applies to 839 

all the different aspects of the research question. Generalisation is an 840 

important step towards understanding that the result is not dependent on a 841 

particular dataset nor a particular version of the analysis pipeline. 842 

● Gold open access - the publisher makes all articles and related content 843 

available for free immediately on the journal's website. In such publications, 844 

articles are licensed for sharing and reuse via creative commons licenses or 845 

similar. An article processing charge (APC) is paid by the authors. 846 

● Green open access - Independently from publication by a publisher, the 847 

author posts the work to a website controlled by the author, the research 848 

institution that funded or hosted the work, or to an independent central open 849 

repository, where people can download the work without paying. This can be 850 

a pre-print (version of article prior to peer preview) or post-print (version that 851 

has been peer reviewed). This is free for the author.  852 

https://the-turing-way.netlify.app/afterword/glossary.html
https://the-turing-way.netlify.app/afterword/glossary.html
https://the-turing-way.netlify.app/afterword/glossary.html


● Metadata - the data/information about the data. This can include information 853 

about who collected the data and when, and also the methods used for data 854 

collection. 855 

● Paradata - Paradata of a data set or survey are data about the process by 856 

which the data were collected. 857 

● Persistent Identifier - A long-lived method for identifying a resource that is 858 

unique, and widely understandable by a community. This includes ORCIDs as 859 

an identifier of researchers and digital object identifiers (DOI) as identifiers of 860 

research objects. 861 

● Postprint - is the version of an article that incorporated changes from the 862 

peer review process, but does not yet have publication formatting or layout 863 

applied. It is usually uploaded by the authors to a public or institutional server 864 

where it is available openly.  865 

● Preprint - is a version of an article that precedes formal peer review and 866 

publication in a peer-reviewed journal. Like postprints, authors generally 867 

upload this version of the article themselves using a public/institutional server 868 

where it is available openly. 869 

● Preregistration - is the practice of registering the research design of the 870 

research project before it is conducted. This includes details of hypotheses, 871 

methods and proposed analysis steps. For more details see the Wikipedia 872 

page on preregistration. 873 

● Proprietary software - is software that requires a paid license to be able to 874 

use it and it is closed-source (the code behind the software and the code that 875 

you produce in your analysis is not available to see). 876 

● Python - is a high-level, interpreted, general-purpose programming language. 877 

Its design philosophy emphasises code readability with the use of significant 878 

indentation. 879 

● R - is a programming language for statistical computing and graphics 880 

supported by the R Core Team and the R Foundation for Statistical 881 

Computing. 882 

● Registered report - is a type of publication that is written before the research 883 

is conducted and includes the research question/s, methodology and 884 

proposed analysis steps. It is then peer reviewed prior to data collection.  885 

● Replicable/Replication - A result is replicable when the same analysis 886 

performed on different datasets produces qualitatively similar answers. 887 

● Repository - A long-lived place on the internet where resources (be they 888 

data, software, publications or anything else) can be stored and accessed. 889 

This keyword is often shortened to ‘repo’. 890 

● Reproducible - A result is reproducible when the same analysis steps 891 

performed on the same dataset consistently produces the same answer.  892 

● Reproducible workflow - a transparent record of the research that includes 893 

data, methods, and analysis to allow other researchers to review, reproduce 894 

and replicate the study. 895 

https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Preregistration_(science)
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Preregistration_(science)
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/High-level_programming_language
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Interpreter_(computing)
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https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Off-side_rule
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● Robust - A result is robust when the same dataset is subjected to different 896 

analysis workflows to answer the same research question and a qualitatively 897 

similar or identical answer is produced. Robust results show that the work is 898 

not dependent on the specificities of the programming language chosen to 899 

perform the analysis. 900 

● Version Control - is a systematic approach to record changes made in a file, 901 

or set of files, over time. 902 

 903 

 904 

  905 



Appendix A: Frequently asked questions about reproducible research in 906 

archaeology  907 

You probably have many questions about different aspects of reproducible research. 908 

Therefore, we want to discuss the most frequently asked questions that we hear 909 

from archaeologists about reproducibility to try to remove barriers and help you make 910 

progress along your reproducible research journey. The easiest way to use this 911 

Appendix is to go to the question that is currently on your mind:  912 

 913 

- How do I share data to make it more accessible to others? 914 

- How do I clean up the data and code before sharing this publicly? 915 

- How do I share my research methods more openly? 916 

- What is metadata? 917 

- What about licenses/copyright? 918 

- Isn’t reproducible archaeology more expensive? 919 

- What if people misinterpret my data or find a mistake? 920 

- Is archaeology suitable for preregistration? 921 

- My supervisor won’t let me work reproducibility, how do I convince them? 922 

- Will reproducible research be taken into account when looking for a next job? 923 

- Do platforms like SciHub, ResearchGate, Academia.edu count as Open 924 

Access? 925 

 926 

How do I share data to make it more accessible to others?  927 

To make your data accessible and reusable you should share your data according to 928 

the FAIR principles. The FAIR principles (Wilkinson et al. 2016; Lamprecht et al. 929 

2020) facilitate the reproducibility of the research undertaken. The principles 930 

recommend that scientific data and software are:  931 

● ‘Findable’ thanks to their persistent identifier that is assigned to the dataset 932 

via a data repository or through a data article. 933 

● ‘Accessible’ so that the data and metadata can be examined. Note that for 934 

data to be Accessible it does not necessarily need to be open: if only the 935 

metadata about the dataset is available, the data is still considered to follow 936 

the FAIR principles.  937 

● ‘Interoperable’ so that data can be analysed and integrated with other data 938 

through the use of common vocabulary and formats.  939 

● ‘Reusable’ data is appropriately documented and licensed. A license defines 940 

what others may or may not do with your data. Open licenses, such as those 941 

of the Creative Commons or the Open Data Commons, allow others to reuse 942 

the data without limiting restrictions (see for more detail: What about 943 

licenses/copyright below). 944 

 945 

https://creativecommons.org/licenses/?lang=en
https://opendatacommons.org/licenses/index.html


 946 
Figure S1: The FAIR principles. The Turing Way project illustration by Scriberia. Used under 947 

a CC-BY 4.0 licence. DOI: 10.5281/zenodo.3332807.  948 

 949 

When choosing where to disseminate your data or code you can choose between 950 

two routes: 1) choose one platform or 2) use multiple platforms based on their 951 

different functionalities and link the persistent identifiers in the documentation. For 952 

example, you could share your data and code on Zenodo and your research protocol 953 

on protocols.io. Both Zenodo and protocols.io allow you to add the persistent 954 

identifiers to other research outputs in the metadata, making it easy for others to find 955 

the related outputs. Note that it is not recommended to share the same outputs 956 

multiple times on different platforms, as it will be difficult for reusers to interpret which 957 

version they should use and cite. 958 

 959 

How do I clean up the data and code before sharing this publicly?  960 

Before you share your data or code you want to make sure that the dataset is 961 

complete and that variables are explained (Figure S2). Similarly, for code it will be 962 

needed to remove unnecessary parts and make sure functions and variables are 963 

adequately documented.  964 

 965 

https://doi.org/10.5281/zenodo.3332807
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 966 
Figure S2: Cleaning up your data and code using research Data Management practices is 967 

recommended before sharing your data and code. The Turing Way project illustration by 968 

Scriberia. Used under a CC-BY 4.0 licence. DOI: 10.5281/zenodo.3332807.  969 

 970 

For both data and code, it can help to have a colleague or collaborator review your 971 

work (see Reimer et al. 2019 for an example on how to set this up). They can 972 

provide you with feedback on the readability and completeness, and reproduce your 973 

results. Any feedback on where your collaborators get stuck or struggle will benefit 974 

the outputs that you will eventually share with a wider public. 975 

 976 

There are several resources that delve deeper in how you can structure and 977 

document your data (Borer et al. 2009; Briney et al. 2020; Hart et al. 2016; Fuchs 978 

and Kuusniemi 2018) or code (Sandve et al. 2013; Ram 2019). Some of them go 979 

deeper into the specifics of a programming language, such as R (Wickham 2014; 980 

Krystalli 2021; Navarro 2021).  981 

 982 

It can be helpful to have a folder structure set up and explained in a README file if 983 

your dataset/code is very complex. For folder structure examples, see templates set 984 

up by Nikola Vukovic, Chelsea Beck and Barbara Vreede. You can structure folders 985 

based on the person that has generated the data/folder, chronologically (month, 986 

year, sessions), per project, or based on analysis method/equipment/type of data. 987 

 988 

In data management it is important to stay consistent, avoid leaving empty values 989 

(use NA instead) as it is not always clear what an empty cell actually means (no 990 

value, a value of zero, not measured?). If you use consistent file naming it is easier 991 

for you to find your files (see Jenny Bryan’s work and Caltech’s guide). For example, 992 

you can include the date in the format YYYMMDD in your file name so that your files 993 

https://doi.org/10.5281/zenodo.3332807
http://nikola.me/folder_structure.html
https://zapier.com/blog/organize-files-folders/
https://github.com/bvreede/good-enough-project
https://speakerdeck.com/jennybc/how-to-name-files
https://authors.library.caltech.edu/103626/


order chronologically. This also makes it easier to see if you have any duplicate files. 994 

In spreadsheets, put as little information as possible in a single cell and only one 995 

observation per row (Broman and Woo 2018). You can share additional information 996 

in a README file or in a data dictionary (Buchanan et al. 2021) or code book that 997 

describes the spreadsheet and any cleaning steps you took. In your data, avoid 998 

formatting to describe the data (colours, font, bolding). Instead, add additional cells 999 

for the information that this formatting should be conveying. You can also use data 1000 

validation to avoid errors. Excel and OpenRefine have several options that you can 1001 

use. For more spreadsheet tips see the Carpentries curriculum on spreadsheets for 1002 

ecologists and social scientists, Hao Ye’s work (Ye 2020) and information on The 1003 

Turing Way. 1004 

 1005 

To manage your code it can be helpful to use Git/GitHub to keep better track of any 1006 

modifications made (and by whom) (Perez-Riverol et al. 2016). If you share your 1007 

research software from the start you will also structure it differently and more 1008 

readable to others than you would if you would if you kept it closed. For software it 1009 

should be clear what language and environment you are using, and if there are any 1010 

dependencies and/or packages needed to process the data in a similar fashion as 1011 

the analysis conducted for the study. See ‘Make sure that your code is in a sharable 1012 

state’ and Krafczyk et al. (2021, p5-11) for more details about how to ensure your 1013 

code is ready to be shared.  1014 

 1015 

Add a README file to your dataset or your software repository. README text files 1016 

should describe the methods used for data collection and analysis and include 1017 

data/software-specific information (parameters, variables, column headings, symbols 1018 

used, etc.). See Make a README for more information on why README files are 1019 

important and how you can set up your own. You can use README files from 1020 

existing projects and datasets as examples or inspiration (for example for data and a 1021 

general and archaeological example for code). 1022 

 1023 

How do I share my research methods more openly?  1024 

Research methods are the processes that generate research data. Using different 1025 

methods, or adapting certain steps of a procedure, can affect the resulting research 1026 

data. To increase the reproducibility of your work it is therefore crucial to make 1027 

methods more openly available. Methods can include wet lab protocols, software 1028 

analyses, strategies for surveys (see Strupler & Wilkinson 2017) and may involve 1029 

various types of equipment. Methods shared on platforms such as protocols.io can 1030 

facilitate reuse of the data or the method you used, as these platforms allow anyone 1031 

to set up a copy of the method (forking).  1032 

 1033 

Examples are  1034 

https://libguides.library.kent.edu/SPSS/Codebooks
https://openrefine.org/
https://datacarpentry.org/spreadsheet-ecology-lesson/
https://datacarpentry.org/spreadsheets-socialsci/
https://uf-repro.github.io/data-organization/slides.html#1
https://the-turing-way.netlify.app/reproducible-research/rdm/rdm-spreadsheets.html
https://the-turing-way.netlify.app/reproducible-research/rdm/rdm-spreadsheets.html
https://gitlab.com/hifis/hifis-workshops/make-your-code-ready-for-publication/workshop-materials/-/blob/master/episodes/02_make-sure-that-your-code-is-in-a-sharable-state.md
https://gitlab.com/hifis/hifis-workshops/make-your-code-ready-for-publication/workshop-materials/-/blob/master/episodes/02_make-sure-that-your-code-is-in-a-sharable-state.md
https://www.makeareadme.com/
https://cornell.app.box.com/v/ReadmeTemplate
https://github.com/othneildrew/Best-README-Template
https://github.com/benmarwick/rrtools
https://www.protocols.io/


● Article by Cerasoni (2021a) and accompanying protocol (Cerasoni 2021b) on 1035 

stone tool illustrations and Matzig (2021) on an R-package for artefact 1036 

processing. 1037 

● Protocol by Thaler and Gneisinger (2021) on use-wear experiments 1038 

● Protocols by Brown et al. (2021) on ZooMS Spectra 1039 

● Protocols by Plomp et al. (2019 and 2020) on isotope analysis (neodymium 1040 

and strontium respectively). 1041 

● Protocols on dental calculus sampling by Warinner et al. (2020), Sabin and 1042 

Fellows Yates (2020), Wilkin et al. (2021). 1043 

● Protocols on 3D models by Tang et al. (2022), Falcucci (2022) and Göldner 1044 

et al. (2022). 1045 

● Protocol on DNA sampling by Orfanou et al. (2020). 1046 

 1047 

What is metadata?  1048 

Metadata is information about the data. These could range from your notes about 1049 

data collection and processing to the information that you are required to fill in when 1050 

you deposit data in a data repository. The last type of metadata is machine readable 1051 

and will facilitate data discovery (see FAIR). Most data repositories, such as Zenodo 1052 

and Figshare, will use standardised schemes of these information fields (such as 1053 

Dublin Core). Standardised metadata, or a metadata standard, will enhance the 1054 

interoperability of information as similar descriptions are used which should make it 1055 

easier to integrate data. The integration of studies would allow archaeologists to 1056 

address research questions on a larger scale. You can start small by searching for 1057 

metadata standards using FAIRsharing.org or start discussions in your subfield 1058 

about how to standardise data documentation. 1059 

 1060 

To our knowledge, archaeology has these specific metadata standards:  1061 

- CIDOC CRM for field surveys (de Haas and van Leusen 2020) 1062 

- Monument Inventory DAta Standard Heritage (MIDAS Heritage), for recording 1063 

heritage information on buildings, archaeological sites, shipwrecks, parks and 1064 

gardens, battlefields, areas of interest and artefacts (FAIRsharing Team 1065 

2018c).  1066 

- Art and Archaeology Vocabulary employed for indexing bibliographical 1067 

records for the "Art and Archaeology" FRANCIS database (FAIRsharing 1068 

Team 2018a).  1069 

- FISH Archaeological Sciences Thesaurus (FISH-AST) for recording 1070 

techniques, recovery methods and materials (FAIRsharing Team 2018b).  1071 

- CARARE Metadata Schema for an organisation’s online collections, 1072 

heritage assets and their digital resources (FAIRsharing Team 2022).  1073 

- Thesaurus of Geographic Names (TGN) terminology that focuses on 1074 

recording names, relationships, place types, dates, notes, and coordinates for 1075 

https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Dublin_Core
https://fairsharing.org/


current and historical cities, nations, empires, archaeological sites, lost 1076 

settlements, and physical features (FAIRsharing Team 1987).  1077 

- MetaShARK for ecological data (Earnaud et al. 2021).  1078 

 1079 

Other metadata standards that could be useful are:  1080 

- The RFC-3339 or ISO 8601 standards, which specify the order in which dates 1081 

are written: YYYY-MM-DD. 1082 

- ISO 19115 for geographic information. 1083 

 1084 

To learn more about Metadata, visit the Archaeology Data Services website.  1085 

 1086 

What about licenses and copyright?  1087 

Licenses govern what someone else can do with data and software that you share. 1088 

The various licenses have different criteria about what is allowed when the 1089 

data/software is reused, and there are different types of licenses available for data 1090 

and software.  1091 

 1092 

● For data the Creative Commons Licenses or Open Data Licenses are most 1093 

often used. For example, the CC-BY license for data requires that the reuser 1094 

provides attribution for data re-use through, for example, citation.  1095 

● For software the Choose a License website provides an overview of the 1096 

available licenses. An often used license for software is the MIT license, that 1097 

similarly to the CC-BY licence, requires attribution for reuse. 1098 

 1099 

For both data and software it is important to follow the license requirements. 1100 

Sometimes these requirements are in conflict, or incompatible. Incompatible licenses 1101 

can get especially complex when you want to reuse software created by others. This 1102 

makes combining datasets or software difficult, which is something to keep in mind 1103 

when you choose a more restrictive license for your outputs. The fewer restrictions a 1104 

license has, the easier it is for others to reuse your work (for data CC0 or CC-BY, for 1105 

software MIT). If you are unsure whether you are complying with license 1106 

requirements, check if your institution provides any advice on this. Generally this 1107 

type of support is available from the Library or a copyright support desk.  1108 

Isn’t reproducible archaeology more expensive?  1109 

It is a misconception that working with an open science approach is more expensive. 1110 

This idea of higher cost stems from the well known high costs of gold open access 1111 

journal articles and also dedicated archaeological data repositories being 1112 

commercial businesses that charge for data deposition. See this blog for more 1113 

information about this misconception - Getting started with open repositories - part 1 1114 

- what you might think. 1115 

https://datatracker.ietf.org/doc/html/rfc3339
https://www.iso.org/standard/53798.html
https://guides.archaeologydataservice.ac.uk/g2gp/CreateData_1-2
https://creativecommons.org/about/cclicenses/
https://opendatacommons.org/licenses/index.html
https://choosealicense.com/
https://ekaroune.github.io/The-Open-Archaeobotanist/2021-07-01-open-repo1/
https://ekaroune.github.io/The-Open-Archaeobotanist/2021-07-01-open-repo1/


In fact, everything that you would want to do openly with your research can be done 1116 

for free using free open-source software, free tools and apps such as GitHub and 1117 

Google Drive, and free open repositories such as Zenodo, Open Science 1118 

Framework, Figshare and Dataverse.  1119 

 1120 

● Depositing data and other research outputs: There is a wide choice of free 1121 

and open repositories for depositing data and other research outputs. This 1122 

might be through your own institution or one of the large public infrastructure 1123 

repositories such as Zenodo, Open Science Framework, Dataverse or 1124 

Figshare.  1125 

● Software for open analysis: To use the R coding language for analysis, you 1126 

can use Rstudio. It is free to download and there are many packages that 1127 

allow you to do the types of statistical analysis, which you would have done in 1128 

expensive proprietary software such as SPSS.  1129 

● Publishing open access: You can make your articles open access for free 1130 

using the green or diamond open access route. Green open access is where 1131 

you deposit a version of your article (not the final formatted version that will be 1132 

in the journal but a preprint or postprint version) on an open repository such 1133 

as a preprint server (some examples are arXiv, bioRxiv, or EarthArXiv) or 1134 

one of the open repositories mentioned above. This can be done at no cost to 1135 

you or the reader. The majority of journals allow you to do this, but do be 1136 

careful to read the journal's guidelines on doing this (see details of these 1137 

policies on Sherpa Romeo). 1138 

○ You can also use diamond open access, which is free for authors to 1139 

publish and free for readers type of open access that some journals 1140 

offer such as those paid for by societies, associations or communities 1141 

such as Peer Community in Archaeology.  1142 

● Version control for open reproducible workflows: For simple version 1143 

control, you can use Google Drive. There are free advanced version control 1144 

tools that you can use based on Git - GitHub or GitLab. An alternative to Git is 1145 

Subversion - also a free and open-source software.  1146 

 1147 

What if people misinterpret my data or find a mistake?  1148 

To avoid misinterpretation of the data you should provide sufficient information about 1149 

your dataset and all the data required for appropriate reuse (Figure S3). You can 1150 

also list your contact details in the documentation or readme file so that reusers can 1151 

contact you with questions or concerns. You could, for example, set up an ORCID, a 1152 

persistent identifier for researchers that you own and control, with your contact 1153 

details to ensure that reusers are able to find you. ORCIDs are particularly beneficial 1154 

if you have a common name or if you expect to switch between institutions in the 1155 

future. 1156 

 1157 

https://v2.sherpa.ac.uk/romeo/
https://subversion.apache.org/
https://orcid.org/


 1158 
Figure S3: Clearly written and available documentation will allow others to follow the steps 1159 

you took in the research process, preventing misinterpretation. The Turing Way project 1160 

illustration by Scriberia. Used under a CC-BY 4.0 licence. DOI: 10.5281/zenodo.3332807. 1161 

 1162 

As you are only human it is entirely possible that there is a mistake in your data or 1163 

script. Keep in mind that if anyone would find an error in your data that this means 1164 

that your dataset is engaging and relevant (Strupler 2021). To prevent errors you can 1165 

use the guidance from Error Tight to set up a workflow in the lab that makes it more 1166 

likely that mistakes made in the lab are caught early (Strand 2021). You can also 1167 

minimise mistakes in your own research outputs by asking someone from your lab to 1168 

check your data or code before making it more widely available, for example, by 1169 

trying to reproduce your work (a co-pilot, see Reimer et al. 2019).  1170 

 1171 

Even after close scrutiny by a colleague it could be that someone discovers a 1172 

mistake after you shared the data or code publicly. Most data repositories allow you 1173 

to upload a new version of the data/code where you can explain in the 1174 

documentation what has changed in this new version and why. Correcting this 1175 

mistake may save the re-users of your data and code, and yourself, a lot of time and 1176 

may increase the trustworthiness of your data and code as you facilitate the self-1177 

correcting nature of the scientific process. Research shows that improving the 1178 

original work can have a beneficial effect on your reputation (Ebersole et al. 2016). 1179 

Is archaeology suitable for preregistration?  1180 

A preregistration is a document in which the research design, and sometimes 1181 

hypotheses, is specified before research is carried out. This could also be done 1182 

https://doi.org/10.5281/zenodo.3332807


through a registered report. Preregistering your research may structure your data 1183 

collection, management and analysis which can result in more robust research, 1184 

reusable datasets and reduce the time spent managing problems and data cleaning 1185 

on a more ad hoc manner (Ross and Ballsun-Stanton 2021). Ross and Ballsun-1186 

Stanton (2021) argue that preregistration is beneficial for archaeologists. 1187 

Preregistration encourages a more thoughtful approach to research design, better 1188 

management of biases through making approaches and assumptions more explicit, 1189 

and it encourages good practices in research transparency (Ross and Ballsun-1190 

Stanton 2021). Good practice around archaeological preregistration is still emerging, 1191 

but Ross and Ballsun-Stanton (2021) offer some helpful pointers.  1192 

 1193 

My supervisor won’t let me work reproducibility, how do I convince 1194 

them?  1195 

There are several strong arguments to make for moving to a reproducible research 1196 

workflow (Figure S4). Many funders are now requiring more open practices. The UK 1197 

Research and Innovation and the European Research Council both have policies 1198 

requiring immediate open access publishing through Gold or Green Open access 1199 

for all grant holders. These publications must be linked to all research outputs to 1200 

validate research. This means that your supervisor will have to start opening up their 1201 

work to some extent and it would be good to learn how to do this well now. 1202 

 1203 

Similarly to changing funding requirements, the importance of the published research 1204 

articles is likely to change in the upcoming years. Several individuals have already 1205 

called the stand-alone scientific paper outdated (Marwick et al. 2017), obsolete 1206 

(Somers 2018), or dead (Robert Terry during the second UNESCO Conference on 1207 

Open Science - Link to video). While the scientific paper has not yet died, the 1208 

journals have requirements that your work should fulfil before it will be published. 1209 

Increasingly, this includes making the underlying data and code available 1210 

(Hrynaszkiewicz 2019), see for example the American Journal of Physical 1211 

Anthropology requirements (Turner & Mulligan 2019). Even if journals do not have 1212 

these requirements, it may be that your reviewers ask to see the underlying code 1213 

and data (Stark 2018). Sharing the data/code during the peer review process may 1214 

thus result in improvements of your work or faster acceptance as the reviewer does 1215 

not have to wait for access (Markowetz 2015).  1216 

 1217 

Having a reproducible workflow, which is transparent and open, has greater research 1218 

impact. This has now been proven in a number of ways. Open access publications 1219 

are known to have a citation advantage over publications behind paywalls 1220 

(Langham-Putrow et al. 2021). It has also been found that linking open data to your 1221 

article increases citations significantly (Piwowar et al. 2007; Piwowar & Vision 2013; 1222 

Christensen et al. 2019; Colavizza et al. 2020).  1223 

 1224 

https://www.ukri.org/publications/ukri-open-access-policy/
https://www.ukri.org/publications/ukri-open-access-policy/
https://erc.europa.eu/managing-your-project/open-science
https://www.theatlantic.com/science/archive/2018/04/the-scientific-paper-is-obsolete/556676/
https://www.opensciencefair.eu/2021/keynote-speakers/keynote-robert-terry
https://onlinelibrary.wiley.com/page/journal/26927691/homepage/forauthors.html
https://onlinelibrary.wiley.com/page/journal/26927691/homepage/forauthors.html


You could also consider publishing more articles by writing a data paper or software 1225 

paper for your project. This would give you credit for the extra work that you are 1226 

doing to produce a reproducible workflow and also increase the overall outputs of the 1227 

project therefore increasing the impact. 1228 

 1229 

Moving to reproducible workflows is going to take time and it will help to talk about 1230 

the benefits within your research group to encourage others to follow your example. 1231 

Find allies within your department or other people within your subfield that do work 1232 

reproducible to convince the supervisor that this is a good thing.  1233 

 1234 

 1235 

 1236 
Figure S4: Benefits of sharing your work openly. Research is useless if it is not accessible 1237 

and sitting behind a paywall. Through sharing your work you can avoid duplication of effort 1238 

and waste of funding. Publicly funded work should be publicly available as it is paid for by 1239 

taxpayers. Open source work is more likely to be reviewed and reused and can generate 1240 

more citations. The Turing Way project illustration by Scriberia. Used under a CC-BY 4.0 1241 

licence. DOI: 10.5281/zenodo.3332807.  1242 

 1243 

Will reproducible research be taken into account when looking for a 1244 

next job?  1245 

 1246 

Academic institutes are changing the focus of research evaluations, moving away 1247 

from the impact factor of articles to a more broader evaluation that also takes into 1248 

https://doi.org/10.5281/zenodo.3332807


account education, open science practices and leadership. Examples are the 1249 

TRIPLE model at Utrecht University in the Netherlands.  1250 

 1251 

Making your work openly available will help build your reputation for being an honest 1252 

and careful researcher (Markowetz 2015). Experience with Open Science practises 1253 

is also increasingly asked for in vacancies (Schönbrodt et al. 2021). 1254 

 1255 

Increasingly funding bodies are asking about data and software management and 1256 

the sharing of these research outputs. Moving towards sharing these outputs will 1257 

therefore outweigh the costs in the long term by increasing your chances for funding 1258 

and by improving your sharing workflows earlier rather than later.  1259 

 1260 

Next to improving your chances on the academic job market, open data and code 1261 

can also be useful in positions elsewhere, such as in industry where the demand for 1262 

computational skills is high (Anaconda The State of Data Science 2020; Kim et al. 1263 

2018).  1264 

Do platforms like SciHub, ResearchGate, Academia.edu count as 1265 

Open Access? 1266 

Platforms such as SciHub, ResearchGate, and Academia.edu do not count as 1267 

sustainable Open Access. SciHub, while providing access to research more widely, 1268 

is not a legal platform and is hosted by a single individual. This makes long term 1269 

sustainability questionable, and the founder, Alexandra Elbakyan, is dealing with 1270 

multiple lawsuits.  1271 

 1272 

Academia.edu is not an educationally-affiliated organisation and instead monetising 1273 

scholarly outputs. By agreeing to their privacy policy Academia.edu is furthermore 1274 

able to sell your information to other companies (Tóth Czifra 2020). ResearchGate 1275 

has been subjected to lawsuits that determined that the platform is responsible for 1276 

copyright infringement, which can result in the removal of the papers that they made 1277 

openly available (Kwon 2022). ResearchGate and Academia.edu are also not open 1278 

about their business and sustainability models, or interoperable with other services 1279 

(Fitzpatrick 2020). 1280 

 1281 

While Academia.edu and ResearchGate are good for advertising your research and 1282 

networking like other social media platforms, you might be illegally sharing 1283 

copyrighted work through these platforms. If your article has a CC-BY-NC-ND 1284 

license, you are not allowed to share it on Academia.edu and ResearchGate as 1285 

these are commercial platforms which are excluded by the NC part of the license 1286 

(Non-Commercial). This can be circumvented by choosing a CC-BY license so that 1287 

you are allowed to share it on these platforms, as you retain the rights to your work 1288 

and there are no commercial reuse restrictions.  1289 

 1290 

https://www.uu.nl/en/news/utrecht-university-presents-new-vision-on-recognition-and-rewards
https://www.anaconda.com/state-of-data-science-2020
https://dariahopen.hypotheses.org/878


You can also share your work via a preprint or postprint version under an open 1291 

license through more sustainable solutions such as data repositories and preprint 1292 

servers. Institutions can also play a role here by retaining control of the 1293 

infrastructures that provide access to research outputs.  1294 

 1295 

An example of scholarly communities retaining control of all the infrastructure 1296 

involved in making research available is the Peer Community in Archaeology 1297 

platform and IsoArcH database (Salesse et al. 2018). The Peer Community in 1298 

Archaeology are openly reviewing and recommending preprints therefore increasing 1299 

the transparency of quality control processes. Disciplinary specific repositories such 1300 

as IsoArcH (for bioarchaeological isotope data) increase the impact of datasets, as 1301 

they are curated by specialists and accompanied by the relevant metadata, which 1302 

makes the data more reusable.  1303 

 1304 

If you would like to learn more about Open Access in archaeology, read the article by 1305 

Kansa et al. (2013). 1306 

 1307 

https://archaeo.peercommunityin.org/
https://isoarch.eu/

